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Topicality of the research: The translation of economic terms is topical for Russian interlocutors from the point of view of integrating into the global economic community and the development of international economic relations as Russian Federation is a major player on the international market. A good translation of an economic text is highly valued in the business community.

Tasks of the research: the objectives are

– to define main trends in modern terminological studies;
– to give definition to the concepts of “terminology”, “a term”, “an economic term”, “a terminological set”;
– to examine basic characteristics and functions of a term and to compare it with other types of specialized words;
– to find out typical features of economic terminology;
– to analyze the ways of forming economic terminological sets;
– to define the role of structural and semantic analysis of terminological sets for the process of interpretation;
– to analyze the main methods of translating economic terms through the analysis of dictionary correspondences in English and in Russian;
– to select context containing economic terms and terminological sets, to analyze their structure and semantic analysis, to translate them into Russian by using an appropriate method of translation and to analyze these methods of translation of these lexical units;
– to define the main methods of translation of economic terminological sets
– terms and terminological sets.

**Theoretical significance of this work** consists in analyzing

**Practical significance of the study** lies in the possibility of applying its results and the selected language examples to the process of teaching interpretation and translation and intercultural communication, linguistics, etc.

**Results of the research:**

This graduation qualification paper is devoted to issue of terms and terminological phrases in English texts on economics. The work deals with the structure of multicomponent terminological phrases as well as the ways of translating terms and multicomponent terminological phrases into Russian.

The author succeeded in fulfilling all the tasks put forward in the Introduction to the Research Paper.